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ABSTRACT
Context: The data transmission mechanisms in a multi-homed network has gained importance in the
past few years because of its potentials. Concurrent multipath transmission (CMT) technique uses the
available network interfaces for transmission by pooling multiple paths together. It allows transport
mechanisms to work independent of the underlying technology, which resembles the concept of
Transport Virtualization (TV). As a result, in the development of Future Internet Architectures (FIA),
TV plays a vital role. The leading commercial software technologies like IOS and Android have
implemented such mechanisms in their devices. Multipath TCP and CMT-SCTP are the protocols under
development which support this feature. The implementation and evaluation of CMT in real-time is
complex because of the challenges like path binding, out-of-order packet delivery, packet-reordering
and end-to-end delay.
Objectives: The main objective of this thesis is to identify the possibilities of implementing CMT in
real-time using multiple access technologies, and to evaluate the performance of transmission by
measurements and analysis under different scenarios.
Methods: To fulfill the objectives of the thesis, different methods are adopted. The development of
CMT scenario is based on a spiral methodology where each spiral refers to different objectives. The
sub-stages in a spiral are mainly implementation, observations, decisions and modifications. In order to
implement and identify the possibilities of CMT in real-time, a deep literature study is performed
beforehand.
Results: The throughput of data transmission is less affected by varying the total number of TCP
connections in transmission. Under different cases it is observed that the throughput has significant
impact by varying number of efficient paths in transmission.
Conclusion: From the experimental methodology of this work it can be observed that, CMT can be
implemented in real-time using off-the-shelf components. Based on the experimentation results, it can
be concluded that the throughput of transmission is affected by increasing number of paths. It can also
be concluded that the total number of TCP connections during the transmission have less impact on
throughput.
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ABBREVIATIONS
BAS

Bandwidth Aware Scheduler

CMT

Concurrent Multipath Transmission

FI

Future Internet

FIA

Future Internet Architectures

GENI

Global Environment for Network Innovations

IP

Internet Protocol

LAN

Local Area Network

LTE

Long-Term Evolution

MP-TCP

Multipath Transmission Control Protocol

NTP

Network Time Protocol

NV

Network Virtualization

ODS

On-Demand Scheduler

OS

Operating System

P2P

Peer-To-Peer

QOS

Quality Of Service

RRB

Round-Robin

SCTP

Stream Control Transmission Protocol

SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TV

Transport Virtualization

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

USB

Universal Serial Bus

WI-FI

Wireless Fidelity

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

WRRB

Weighted Round Robin
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in the current global networks like Internet the availability of at-scale facilities for
testing various protocols and network architectures are being limited. Therefore the innovation
we observe is mainly at the edges of the network and this triggered a need for new concepts in
the field of networking science. The concept of multipath transmission has come to the
spotlight in the past few years because it supports Transport Virtualization (TV) [1] . This
concept allows transport mechanisms to work independent of the underlying technology. Such
concepts plays a vital role in Future Internet Architectures (FIA). Mobile IP, SCTP and
Multipath TCP (MP-TCP) support this feature of multi-homing [2].
On a multi-homed host there are multiple paths for transmission, but only one path is used
for transmitting the data at a time. In the case of SCTP multi-homing, the remaining paths
come into existence if the primary path is failed. The concept of Concurrent Multipath
Transmission (CMT) has evolved by exploiting the main feature of backup path in SCTP
multi-homing. This technique uses the available network interfaces for transmission by
pooling multiple paths together. It allows the data to transmit over multiple connections like
3G, 4G, Ethernet and Wi-Fi at once [3]. We observe this technique being implemented in some
of the mobile devices where the connection to the internet is continuously maintained and used
in an efficient way. This helps to increase the Quality of Service (QoS) and user experience as
well. In CMT, the data stream is divided and transmitted in parallel paths concurrently using
various scheduling schemes. The basic CMT model can be depicted from Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: Basic Model of CMT
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In this type of transmission each end-host makes use of several IP addresses available on
multiple interfaces to connect to different networks. This can be in turn described as the
concept of multi-homing. Concurrent Multipath Transmission technique ensures to meet the
application requirements by pooling multiple paths together[1].
Multipath-TCP and CMT-SCTP are the protocols under development which supports this
feature. CMT provides a framework to utilize transport layer resources efficiently when
transmitting to same destination [4]. In a normal transmission of data, bandwidth may be
limited depending on the access technology used but when multiple interfaces are used for
transmission the aggregated bandwidth is increased. Some of the beneﬁts of CMT are: It
supports bandwidth aggregation, higher throughput, increased resilience, reliability, and load
balancing [5]. The main challenges include out-of-order packet delivery due to stochastic
delay distributions on paths, and so a re-sequencing buffer is used because of which end-toend delay is increased, and the effects are not aware. The multipath approaches shares the fact
that different path characteristics may lead to performance degradations due to buffer blocking
or additional delays due to resequencing mechanisms. The impact of different scheduling
mechanisms on the access paths might inﬂuence the performance of the connection in realtime. Therefore there is need for evaluating the performance considering different scheduling
mechanisms and scenarios.
This thesis mainly aims to implement CMT in real-time networks using of-the-shelf
components, and to evaluate the impact of different scheduling mechanisms on performance.
It also aims at identifying the impact on performance due to number of paths and total number
of TCP connections in the transmission.

Problem Statement
Multipath-TCP and CMT-SCTP are the two protocols under development which supports
concurrent transmission of data. As they are still under development and it is hard to model
different mechanisms involved in them, there is need for designing an experimental setup. The
setup using the basic components helps to model different mechanisms and it also helps to
identify the impact of them on transmission.
CMT approaches shares the fact that different path characteristics may lead to performance
degradation due to buffer blocking or additional delays due to resequencing mechanisms.
Therefore there is need for evaluating the performance by considering different paths with
different characteristics in transmission.
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Research Questions


What are the possibilities of implementing CMT at-large on Linux Kernel?



What kind of performance values can be achieved by CMT under different scheduling
scenarios?



What could be the impact on performance of a real-time CMT transmission by varying
number of paths?

Contribution
The outcomes of this thesis helps to model different mechanisms involved in CMT, and
also to implement it in real-time using basic available functionalities under Linux Kernel. It
also helps to identify the impact on performance of transmission based on the number of paths
used. As CMT is implemented using multiple scheduling mechanisms in the current scenario,
it helps to identify the scheduling mechanism which out performs other. The source code for
implementation can also be used for further modelling and evaluation.
This thesis work has been implemented in collaboration with another thesis “Design and
Implementation of CMT in Real-time – Evaluation based on scheduling mechanisms”[6]. The
other thesis work differs from this work, as the main focus of it is to model and evaluate the
CMT implementation. Although the model stands as the mainstay for both the works, the
results calculated in it mainly focuses on evaluating different scheduling mechanisms by
varying packet size. It can be clearly observed that one focuses at packet level modelling and
the other focuses at path level evaluation.

Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes mainly about the fundamental
concepts related to the thesis. It gives a brief idea of Transport Layer Protocols and the
networking concepts. Chapter 3 describes about the background concepts which are the
mainstay for the development of the thesis. Chapter 4 describes about the research work
performed with respect to the thesis and it also presents a clear description of development
principles of CMT. In Chapter 5 we discuss about different methodologies adopted during the
development of this thesis. It also describes in detail about the challenges overcome and also
the validation techniques used. Chapter 6 mainly presents the detailed experimental setup,
experimental scenarios and the algorithms implemented. Chapter 7 presents the obtained
results with pictorial representation and detailed analysis. In the final chapter the Conclusions
and future work are presented.
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2

FUNDAMENTALS

An overlay network is a network built on top of the other network. In overlay networks, virtual
or logical links connect nodes. Each virtual link corresponds to a path and is an integration of
multiple physical links. Services across multiple domains are increased because of the ability
of overlays to bridge among various networks. The concept of overlay networks forms the
major building block of Network Virtualization (NV). Future Internet requires many
interconnected nodes and subnets, but the availability of these resources is constrained. Hence,
temporal leasing of resources is required. Networks based on temporal leasing of resources are
known as federated networks and the technology that enables sharing of these resources is
known as Network Virtualization. NV facilitates operation of multiple networks or overlays
simultaneously on a single physical stream [7].

Transport Layer Protocol Categorization
The transport layer protocols can be categorized based on the characteristics like
reliability, ordered or unordered transport of data, multipath support, ability to use multiple
paths, congestion avoidance and detection [8]. From Figure 2-1, it can be depicted that the
categorization done below is mainly based on the path support.

Figure 2-1: Transport Layer Protocols Categorization

2.1.1

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

User Datagram Protocol is a transport layer protocol. The main characteristics of UDP
are out of order delivery, no congestion control mechanism, connectionless protocol, and it is
4

unreliable. It is considered as a single-path transmission because it is connectionless, and
doesn’t support multi-homing. UDP [9]is a message oriented protocol in nature. This means
that whenever an application receives a set of bytes from the underlying UDP transport layer
at the destination, the set of bytes constitutes a complete user message sent from the source.
Whenever there is a UDP transmission, the packets may arrive out of order or disappear
without any notice. In a UDP connection the checking of packet arrival order is avoided at the
destination, which makes it faster than other protocols.
Drawbacks
Some of the drawbacks of using UDP as a transport protocol are mentioned below:


A UDP connection is un-aware of the losses or congestion occurring in the network
and this limitation of UDP demerits the performance of transmission.



The main reason of categorizing it as a single-path supporting protocol is due to the
fact that the packets arrive out of order, no support for multi-homing , it is unreliable
and connectionless protocol.



Due to its characteristics there is no possibility for a quality real-time data
transmission.



2.1.2

It also requires re-ordering of datagrams which arrive out of order.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

Transmission Control Protocol is the key protocol used over the Internet for reliable data
transmission. The main characteristics of TCP are ordered packet delivery, connectionoriented, flow control, error control, congestion control and retransmission of lost packets. It
is considered to be a single-path supporting protocol. In a TCP connection the data is
transmitted as a continuous stream of bytes to the destination. The main features like reliability
and ordered transmission of data makes it as a widely used protocol for transferring data
without losses.
Drawbacks
Though there are many benefits using TCP, there are some limitations as well. Some of
the limitations are as described below:


The retransmission policy of it is considered to be one of the main problems because
this feature ensures that each and every packet reaches the destination by making the
required retransmissions. The delay caused due to the retransmission of data demerits
the performance of transmission.
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It is considered to be a single-path supporting protocol because of the lack of ability
to parallelize several transmission streams without creating multiple TCP connections
[8]. This problem of TCP have been addressed in SCTP, which will be discussed in
next section.



2.1.3

It doesn’t have the support for multi-homing.

Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)

Stream Control Transmission Protocol [10] is also a transport layer protocol with similar
features like UDP and TCP. SCTP ensures reliable, in-order data transport with congestion
control like TCP and it is message-oriented in nature like UDP. It is the first protocol to have
multi-homed support for establishing communication using multiple paths. The main
characteristics of SCTP are in-order delivery of data within multiple streams, support for
bundling multiple user messages into a single SCTP packet, acknowledged error-free nonduplicated transfer of user data, data fragmentation, congestion avoidance and network path
management. It is categorized under non-concurrent multipath transmission protocols based
on its characteristics. [8] A SCTP association requires two multi-homed host endpoints. On a
multi-homed host it binds the multiple IP addresses of the host to a common SCTP endpoint
and this can be used for transmitting and receiving data. Whenever there is a SCTP association
it identifies all the available network paths for data transmission and keeps a track of them for
further usage. Its ability to scout and establish communication using multiple paths, made it
as the mainstay for the development concurrent multipath transmission mechanism which is
described in further sections.
Drawbacks
Even though there are many benefits of using SCTP, at the same-time there are some
drawbacks as described below:


The main limitation of SCTP is that it uses only single path which is also called as the
primary path for data transmission. All the available alternative paths are used for
transmission only whenever there is a failure of primary path. The alternative paths
are used one by one based on their priority.



SCTP cannot transfer the data concurrently on the available multi-paths.



It also suffers from the retransmission policy similar to TCP when a real-time data
transmission is done using a single path.
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2.1.4

Multipath-TCP

Multipath-TCP (MP-TCP) is an extension of TCP protocol and it is under development.
It has the ability to use multiple paths for data transmission simultaneously. The main
characteristics of MP-TCP are similar to that of TCP like reliable data transmission, bytestream, congestion avoidance etc. In a MP-TCP connection there are one or more sub-flows,
over which an application communicate between two hosts. It can be categorized under
concurrent multipath transmission as shown in Figure 2-1. It helps to enable the hosts to use
multiple paths with different IP addresses for data transmission. The MP-TCP [11] connection
between the hosts appears to be a normal TCP connection to an application and each sub-flow
looks like a normal TCP flow to the network layer. It manages the creation, removal, and
utilization of these sub-flows to transfer and receive data. Throughout the period of a
connection the number of sub-flows available for data transfer may vary.
Drawbacks
Some of the limitations of MP-TCP are as follows:


Based on the experimental results from [12], the presence of one slow path can
significantly degrade the throughput of the whole connection when MPTCP is under
buffered.



It has less support for modelling the scheduling mechanism in CMT.



The congestion-control, flow-control mechanisms influence the sending rate of subflows[13].

Multi-Homing
One of the main challenges in Future Internet is support for multi-homing between various
access networks which aims at providing broad range of services to users anywhere, anytime
[2]. Multi-homing is termed as a functionality in where a host system with multiple interfaces
can be connected to multiple networks simultaneously through different providers in order to
improve resilience to path failures. A single network has two or more connections to the
Internet and hence the hosts can be accessed even if one of the IP address is unreachable. It
helps in enhancement of fault tolerance of a host i.e., switching of data streams from one
network technology to another without interruption of application layer. When multiple active
interfaces are pooled together, it is also essential that multiple paths can be selected for the
transmission of data simultaneously.
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SCTP has the support for multi-homing, when the primary connection fails it tries to
recover by sending data to the secondary destination IP address. SCTP provides mechanisms
for flow and congestion control where flow control is per association based and congestion
control is per IP address.

2.1.1 Network Topology
Originally, transport layer is modelled as dumbbell topology. One bottleneck link divides
the sender and receiver. There is only one sender/receiver pair while the other ‘m’ are traffic
sources. It is a single-homed network so only one network interface is present at the sender
and receiver as shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2: Single-homed Network Topology
When an end-point has multiple network interfaces (multi-homed), more than one
network path exists between the sender and the receiver. Hence, it is modelled as a series of
dumbbells as shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Multi-homed Network Topology
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There are many similarities between multi-homed and single-homed topologies like data is
copied before placing it in buffer from application layer and then transformed into packets
[14]. The differences can be observed by the way packets are transmitted among many
destination addresses. Some of the differences are as described below:
a) A scheduling module need to be added because it plays a crucial role when
performance characteristics vary in different paths.
b) Each destination needs to have a send queue. It is helpful in determining if a packet is
scheduled to that particular destination and if it is transmitted or not.

9

3

RELATED WORK
Virtualization
The concept of virtualization has many applications. It is an act of replicating the

functionalities of an actual system. One of the main benefits of virtualization technologies is
abstraction of compute resources. The virtualization technique makes the resource memory
independent of its location. The actual location of the data doesn’t matter and is hidden. In
general there are two modes of virtualization, they are as described below.

3.1.1

Sharing Mode

In this mode of virtualization the available resources are used effectively by sharing them
for different purposes. In general it can be considered as sharing the hardware resources for
multiple purposes. This mode of virtualization creates many benefits like cost reduction,
effective resource utilization and helps to build large infrastructures with the existing
resources. There are some drawbacks like performance degradation and increase in complexity
of architectures. The best example for this mode is an overlay network where a network is
built on top of the other. Even many Future Internet Architectures and testbeds like GENI,
Planet lab, Atomic uses this concept of virtualization [15].

3.1.2

Aggregation Mode

In aggregation mode of virtualization the available resources are integrated or pooled
together. It can be considered as using the available resources effectively. In this mode the
available resources are pooled together to perform a single job or multiple jobs at the same
time. Some of the benefits are effective utilization of resources, increase in performance,
reliability and resilience. This concept seems to be interesting and simple but it is very complex
to implement. The best example for this mode of virtualization is the concept of multipath
networks where multiple paths can be used to transmit data between two end hosts. It can be
clearly understood from the further sections.

Peer-to-Peer Systems (P2P)
P2P systems are one of the distributed systems which works on the principle of multisource download. Here, the abstraction of storage resources is introduced. It consists of equal
entities known as peers, which shares the resources on application layer by end-to-end
connections. In this system multiple peers download multiple parts of the file in parallel.
Hence, the downloading doesn’t depend on one single peer, which in turn increases the
reliability and resilience. The peers are selected in such a way to optimize throughput. Some
10

of the examples of P2P applications are eDonkey and BitTorrent. P2P systems form two
different overlays. One overlay is dedicated to distribution of query information and the other
for user data exchange [16].

Transport Virtualization
P2P networks stands as a motivation for the concept of Transport Virtualization (TV). In this
concept as long as the resource is accessible the physical location doesn’t matter. TV enhances
the capabilities of FI. It aggregates multiple physical or virtual networks and selects the best
resources for unshared or concurrent use. The resources in the data transport can be a leased
line (an IP forwarding capability to certain destination) or an overlay link.
Selection of paths from the available set of paths plays a very important role. The
characteristics of the paths has direct impact on reliability, security and QoS parameters of the
transmission. The main advantages of the concurrent usage of paths is increased reliability and
throughput. There should be a mechanism for distributing data among available paths and also
for selecting appropriate set of paths. The set of paths used may not belong to one service
provider. So, data transport is not bound to one of the providers anymore [1]. Inexpensive and
fast resources can be pooled together to form a high capacity pipe as shown in Figure 3-1.
Pooling is achieved in TV by a mechanism, which is placed on multi-homed end hosts.

Figure 3-1: Pooling of resources in Transport Virtualization [1]
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Shortcomings of the present day internet
The main objective of the Internet Protocol (IP) is to find the shortest route from source
to the destination. As shown in Figure 3-2, if data is to be sent from source A to destination C,
shorter delay is experienced when an intermediate node B is used than the direct connection
between A and C. Based on the experiments and measurements, it is revealed that up to 25%
of the Internet routes violate triangle inequality [1]. Another shortcoming of today’s Internet
is missing of control over end to end quality of service (QoS). The protocols have been
designed for catastrophic failures, but the reliability and application are very poor [16].
Despite, of all these shortcomings one of the revolutions in the Internet usage is development
of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Content Distribution applications which is explained in detail in the
following section.

Figure 3-2: Triangle Inequality Violation

3.4.1

Limitations of TCP/ IP stack

The architecture of current network stack doesn’t support CMT. It is due to the sequential
behavior of the TCP/ IP stack during a transmission [4]. In order to achieve CMT there should
be a cross-layer architecture. It means that in a data transmission the transport layer shouldn’t
depend on the underlying architecture, so that it can communicate with multiple network
interfaces. In order to achieve such system there should be a mechanism in between transport
layer and network layers of multiple interfaces which divides and schedules data. In general
CMT is a client-server model where client should be a multi-homed host and server can be a
normal or multi-homed host. On a multi-homed client the above described cross-layer
architecture should be present. From Figure 3-4, it can be depicted that there are multiple
network interfaces used in the transmission. Each network interface here consists of sub-layers
like network, data-link and physical.
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Figure 3-3: Five Layer TCP/IP model [17]

Figure 3-4: Simple Concurrent Network architecture model
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Concurrent Multipath Transmission (CMT)
The concept of multi-homing brought a drastic architectural change in non-multi-homed
networks. Initially in CMT all the available active interfaces are pooled together in order to
select multiple paths for concurrent data transmission. In CMT, the use of parallel
transmissions is similar to the principle of P2P content distributed systems i.e. multi-source
download. The peer which requests the transmission service selects the best paths that gives
highest combined throughput [16].This whole process of transmission is called as Concurrent
Multipath Transfer [2]. CMT mechanism combines multiple overlay paths into one virtual
high capacity pipe. The concept of CMT is to make use of the available multiple paths
concurrently which is not supported by the current communication stack [12]. In order to
transmit a data sequence concurrently over available paths it should be divided accordingly.
This mechanism is known as Stripping [7]. After stripping the data, there should be a
scheduling mechanism to transmit the chunks of data over available paths. The stripping and
scheduling mechanisms are described below.

3.5.1

Stripping Mechanism

Ingress router selects the paths which form the virtual pipe out of all the available paths.
The data stream is divided into segments which are split into ‘m’ parts [1]. They are transmitted
to the destination host via ‘m’ parallel paths. This can be depicted from the Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: Stripping Mechanism of Data [1]
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Due to stochastically varying delay present in the paths, the parts of data can arrive outof-order at the receiver router which degrades the performance of the application. In order to
minimize this, the receiving router maintains a finite re-sequencing buffer. But, when the resequencing buffer is full and there are packets yet to arrive then packet loss may occur which
also degrades the application performance and is undesirable. Usage of re-sequencing buffer
also increases the waiting time and hence end-to-end delay.

3.5.2

CMT Scheduling

Assumption of infinite receiving buffer is not always realistic, especially in smartphones
with limited memory. When multiple paths have different path characteristics, overall
throughput may be reduced due to the slowest path in the transmission [14]. Therefore for
limited buffering, data need to be transmitted reliably and in sequential order to a destination.
A scheduling algorithm is to be used because it plays a crucial role when performance
characteristics vary in different paths. The main responsibility of the scheduler is to pair
packets in the send buffer with proper destination addresses so that reordering at the receiver
is minimized. Some of the scheduling algorithms are described below:

3.5.3

Scheduling Algorithms Description
Naive Round Robin

The naive round robin scheduling is a simple mechanism. Whenever there is space in the
receiving buffer of a particular destination, the packet from send buffer is assigned and passed
to the network layer for transmission. When multiple destination addresses have space in their
respective receiving buffers, packets at the send queue are assigned in a round robin fashion
each time to another destination address. In this mechanism, there is no priority given. Due to
this, the aggregated performance decreases because of the disparity in the path characteristics
which leads to situation where no destination can deliver packets faster than the slowest path
irrespective of delay.
Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
The weighted round-robin scheduling mechanism is based on priorities. The main concept
of WRR is to efficiently utilize the paths which offers more bandwidth and are economic for
transmission. This scheduling mechanism creates the possibilities for data transmission
modelling. Each path is assigned with a pre-defined weight according to the priorities before
the transmission. During the transmission, packets are divided and transferred based on the
weights specified. Therefore more packets are sent on the high priority paths than the less
priority paths.
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Bandwidth aware Scheduler (BAS)
Naive scheduling doesn’t use any intelligence. Hence, re-ordering becomes difficult. BAS
was developed in order to mitigate the problems created by naive round robin scheduler. BAS
assigns packets to the best destination address. When a packet arrives at the send queue, BAS
places it in a virtual send queue after assigning a destination address to it. Whenever there is
space in the receiving buffer of the destination address, the packet with the lowest sequence
number is retrieved from the virtual send queue and is passed to the network layer for
transmission. Scheduling decisions are made based on the bandwidth estimates and the volume
of the packets to be delivered for each destination address. When a packet arrives at the send
queue, BAS calculates the reception index of a destination address. Reception index combines
a destination’s load which is given by the number of scheduled packets with its capacity which
is the rate of delivery [14]. In this way, sender can make immediate decisions and the packet
is assigned to the destination address with the lowest reception index.
On-demand scheduler (ODS):
In BAS even before there is space in the receiving buffer of the destination address,
scheduling decisions are made whereas in on-demand scheduling destination is selected first
and then the packet is chosen. ODS lists the available destination addresses using Estimated
Time of Acknowledgement, ETA. After computing ETA of all the destination addresses, ODS
discovers the destination address which has earliest ETA and also an open CWND. Then ODS
searches the send queue for the packet which has the least sequence number so that there will
be no need for re-ordering later.
Out-of-order scheduling for In-order arriving in CMT (OSIA)[18]
In a general CMT, when packets are transmitted from sender, the packets on the slowest
path will not arrive on time at the receiver and hence packet re-ordering is required. To ensure
that the packets arrive in-order the sending sequence can be adjusted such that packets on the
slowest path are sent earlier while the ones on the faster path are sent later. OSIA disorders the
original packet sequence. The packets which are ready to transmit are out-of-order. Delays on
the paths are estimated and OSIA partitions the flow into several chunks. Then the packets in
each chunk are assigned using probabilistic scheduling and are transmitted on parallel paths
[18]. OSIA scheduling scheme consists of two steps:
a) A splitting step, based on flow level stripping
b) A probabilistic assigning step, based on packet level scheduling
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CMT-SCTP model
The major feature of SCTP is the support for multi-homing. This feature of SCTP is the
mainstay for development of CMT-SCTP model. The concept of multi-homing in SCTP
enables association between sender and receiver using multiple IP addresses [19]. This
association in SCTP is used to transmit data from a multi-homed sender to receiver. Even
though there are multiple addresses, only one address is utilized at a time. So the research
attempts to overcome the limitation of simultaneous data transfer using multiple addresses, led
to the development of CMT-SCTP model [20]. There are several research works performed
on CMT models and some of them are described in the further sections.

3.6.1

Retransmission Policies for CMT using SCTP

In the research study performed by [20] they have evaluated different retransmission
policies like RTX-SAME, RTX-ASAP, RTX-CWND, RTX-SSTHRESH, RTX-LOSSRATE.
The implementation of CMT is performed by using the SCTP module designed by the
University of Delaware’s for ns-2 simulator. The simulation setup consists of two multi-homed
hosts connected using multiple paths with varied loss rates. The research study evaluated that
RTX-LOSSRATE, RTX-SSTHRESH and RTX-CWND performed better compared to the
other policies.
In order to identify the drawbacks of re-ordering during CMT and to manage them before
parallel transmission, the research study conducted by [19] mainly focus on it. There are three
drawbacks that were reported, they are
i) Unnecessary fast retransmissions by sender.
ii) Overly conservative congestion window (cwnd) growth at a sender.
iii) Increased acknowledgement (ack) trafﬁc due to fewer delayed acks by receiver.
To overcome the drawbacks, three algorithms namely Split Fast Retransmit (SFR), Cwnd
Update for CMT (CUC), and Delayed Acknowledgement for CMT (DAC) are proposed,
which enhance or alter SCTP. The research study also focused on using the previously
described retransmission policies to eliminate these drawbacks. The evaluation of CMT is
performed with varied receive buffer sizes and it is compared against AppStripe (a data
stripping application which uses multiple SCTP associations). The study concluded that,
retransmission policy which considers loss rate as a factor performs better than other policies
[19].
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3.6.2

SCTP-based Transport Protocols for CMT

As SCTP’s support for multi-homing became the mainstay for CMT development, there
are two SCTP based transport protocols introduced by [21], which augment CMT support to
SCTP. The two protocols introduced are Sender Based Packet Pair SCTP (SBPP-SCTP) and
Westwood SCTP (W-SCTP), these protocols have been implemented on Linux Kernel. During
the development of these protocols, the most promising solutions to mitigate packet reordering
are considered. They are: i) estimating the available bandwidth and the RTT on each path, ii)
using an appropriate packet scheduling algorithm to stripe packets across all paths, so that they
reach the destination almost in order. In both of the protocols under test the packets are
scheduled via simple Fastest-Path First (FPF) algorithm [21]. The packets are assigned based
on a bandwidth aware scheduling policy which means that each and every time the available
bandwidth estimates are identified and then they are scheduled accordingly. The methodology
behind the proposed CMT-SCTP model is modifying the single-buffer architecture of SCTP
with a multi-buffer structure, giving each interface its own buffer for sending. Therefore path
independence is achieved using this structure, but some modifications are required to SACK
handling at source. The testbed setup emulated is as shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6: Testbed Setup for implementing SCTP-CMT [21]
After evaluating under various scenarios, the results prove that W-SCTP performs better than
SBPP-SCTP in presence of interfering traffic. “This is because of the Westwood technique
which allows to estimate the true link available bandwidth rather than the mere link capacity
provided by the SBPP technique” [21].
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3.6.3

Evaluation of CMT using Dissimilar Paths

One of the main challenges in CMT is difference in path characteristics like bandwidth,
delay, error rate. Due to the differences in paths the overall transmission performance is
affected. The research study performed by [22] clearly aims at identifying the challenges in a
real-world dissimilar path setup which consists of a high-speed ﬁber optic link and an ADSL
connection. To address the buffer blocking problem and transport efficiency issues, an
optimized buffer handling technique is presented. In this technique, the corresponding buffer
resources are split, such that all the paths get an equal buffer share [22]. When the buffer is
used dynamically, it allocates the fastest path to send more data by giving chance to occupy
more buffer space. To balance the amount of outstanding bytes on all the paths, the send buffer
size is split into ‘n’ sections where ‘n’ is the number of paths.

Figure 3-7: Testbed setup [22]
The performance evaluation of the setup is done using, OMNET++ based INET
framework with CMT-SCTP simulation model. NETPERFMETER has been used for CMTSCTP transmission and to record the statistics.

3.6.4

Congestion Window Management in CMT

In general, CMT-SCTP model is designed mainly based on exploiting the secondary
path functionality of SCTP. Though there are some additional enhancements for SCTP to
support CMT, the basic characteristics remains same. As SCTP supports congestion control
mechanism, which helps to avoid packet loss. The research study presented by [4] clearly
addresses the issue of congestion window management, where the congestion window is
reconfigured for optimal performance. The study also presents two different techniques for
modelling the expected throughput of CMT, one is based on the renewal theory and the other
uses Markov chain [4]. After evaluating under different scenarios, the Markov model was
proved to be most accurate estimated throughput. But this model suffers from scalability
issues.
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Comparison of MP-TCP and CMT-SCTP
As described in the beginning sections, both MP-TCP and CMT-SCTP supports
concurrent multipath transfer of data. Though both protocols aims to improve resource
utilization, throughput and resilience they are different from each other in many ways.
Multipath-TCP (MPTCP) is developed by modifying TCP, while in fact by sending data across
several sub-flows [23]. Whereas CMT-SCTP is an enhancement of SCTP. The research study
performed by [24] aims to evaluate the pros and cons of both protocols and also compares
implementations of these two by using both lab measurements and intercontinental testbed
results. In both protocols there are some common mechanisms like path management and
congestion control which have impact on the performance of transmission. The basic model
of both protocols can be depicted from Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8: Basic models of MP-TCP and CMT-SCTP [24]
Based on the results, it is reported that there is a significant impact on the performance
with respect to path management strategies. From one of the scenario it is concluded that
throughput obtained in MPTCP connection exceeded the maximum throughput of CMT-SCTP
and is higher in all cases. From the study, it is also concluded that the performance can be
affected due to gap lists for Selective Acknowledgements in CMT-SCTP.
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Advantages of CMT
Some of the advantages of CMT are:
a) As the number of paths increases the aggregated bandwidth also increases. This in-turn
helps to gain increased resilience.
b) It helps to achieve high throughput data transmissions, when the available paths are
efficient to transmit.
c) Based on the type of traffic, the network interfaces can be allocated. It also helps to
facilitates inter domain traffic management.
d) CMT mechanisms are economic, because the traffic can be modelled to transmit using
the cheaper and better path.
e) Increase Reliability- As it supports packet level modelling in transmission, the
reliability increases.

Challenges of CMT
Some of the challenges in different models of CMT are:
a) Path binding- In real-time implementations it is difficult to map the packets to each
interface for transmission because of the sequential behavior of networking stack.
Therefore path binding plays an important role in real-time implementations.
b) Scheduling- In order to reduce the delay due to re-arranging at destination, packets
should be transferred in such a way that they arrive in-order. To achieve such
transmission scheduling plays an important role.
c) To minimize the re-sequencing buffer occupancy there should be an efficient
scheduling mechanism implemented.
d) Dissimilarities in path characteristics may influence the data throughput in a negative
way.
e) Receive buffer blocking- As there are no infinite buffers available to store and re-order
the data, receiver buffer is blocked after reaching its maximum level and this leads to
packet loss and delay.
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4

METHODOLOGY

In order to fulfill the objectives and to implement such complex system, different
methodologies are adopted. The development of this system has been done using the
methodologies in a hierarchical manner. The following section describes how different
methodologies are adopted and explains about different parts of the system in detail.

Spiral Model:
Spiral model is a method of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). It is a combination
of sequential and prototype model. It has been mostly used for large projects which comprises
of continuous improvements [25]. There are different activities and objectives performed in
each spiral. A spiral mainly consists of 4 phases they are 1) Planning Phase, 2) Problem
Analysis Phase, 3) Implementation Phase and 4) Evaluation Phase. The overall development
of the current setup is performed based on the spiral model as shown in figure below.

Figure 4-1: Spiral Model Representation of different Phases
In all the phases mentioned above there are other research methodologies involved which
are used based on the objectives of that spiral. The other research methodologies are
experimental research, Literature study, Statistical analysis, Programming.

4.1.1

Literature Study

Initially the literature study was performed in the planning phase and later on it is used in
the problem identification phase. This method has been used to build knowledge in identifying
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the possibilities for CMT implementation, to get acquainted with different mechanisms and
challenges involved. It helped to integrate and synthesize the key aspects for experimental
implementation.

4.1.2

Experimental Research

In order to perform a practical research analysis this method has been used in the
implementation and evaluation phase of the spiral model. It is used to build the experimental
setup for implementing CMT and to identify the impact of different scheduling algorithms on
performance. It also helped to identify the possibilities of CMT implementation on Linux
Kernel.
In the implementation phase programming plays a vital role in order to build the required
experimental setup. This method is used to build the algorithms for various functionalities in
CMT. Some of the important functionalities achieved are data fragmentation, concurrent
transmission, scheduling and re-ordering.

4.1.3

Statistical Analysis

This method is used in the final phase of the spiral model to evaluate the obtained
numerical performance data and to draw conclusions based on the variations in data. This also
helps to plan the objectives for the next spiral iteration.

Experimental Methodology
4.2.1

Framework for implementation

In order to establish CMT between client and server there are many possible ways as
discussed in the earlier sections. In the current scenario, with the help of different mechanisms
involved, TCP is used as a transport protocol to establish concurrent communication between
end hosts. Throughput is considered as the performance metric because it clearly presents the
impact due to different path characteristics. The current experimental setup has been developed
by considering concepts from different research works as described in the previous sections.
The framework model is shown in Figure 4-2 which is used as a reference.
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Figure 4-2: Framework for CMT [2]
From the framework shown in Figure 4-2 the important components considered for the current
experimental setup are described below:
Routing and Access Capability
In order to achieve concurrent transmission, routing and access capability plays a vital
role. In addition to the multi-homing, there is need for creating routing tables and rules for the
interfaces other than the default interface. Though further programming needs to be done for
concurrent communication, without this routing and access capability it cannot be achieved.
Multi-path Flow Control
It is used for transmitting the data over multiple TCP connections in each path. It is also
responsible for establishing and managing the end-to-end TCP connections. So this flow
control management is used in the current setup to maintain multiple TCP connections in each
path.
Association ID
During CMT, the data packets may arrive out-of-order at the destination due to the
difference in path characteristics. In order to re-arrange the data there is need for special
numbering. Association ID plays an important role in the data re-arranging process. To reduce
the load due to re-arranging different scheduling mechanisms can be implemented as described
in the previous sections.
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Path Binding
The concept of Path Binding is important in real-time implementations. Once after
achieving the routing and access capability, the packets should be transmitted using particular
network interfaces. In order to map the packets to transmit using particular interface, path
binding concept is used. So in real-time implementations of CMT the only possibility to
achieve path binding is with the help of programming. So it clearly implies that there is no
possibility to achieve CMT without mapping the packets to particular interface. The current
experimental setup has overcome this challenge with the help of Socket Programming in
Python. The programming is done in such a way that each packet is mapped to a particular
interface using the specified scheduling algorithm.

Figure 4-3: Basic reference model for Path Binding & Management [26]
From the Figure 4-3 it can be observed that the data is divided to each path by scheduler and
a virtual re-transmission queue is used for managing the acknowledgements [26]. So for the
scheduler to place the packet in re-transmission queue of each path, path binding concept is
required.

4.2.2

Network Time Protocol (NTP)

In order to calculate the aggregated throughput of the transmission, both client and
server should be time synchronized. This is an important issue because if the client and server
are not synchronized with time, it may lead to a situation where packet seems to be received
before transmission. To overcome this ambiguity during the experimentation, both the client
and server are time synchronized using NTP. This protocol is used to synchronize the clocks
of both client and server [27].
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4.2.3

ASYNOCORO Module

ASYNOCORO module is a framework for Asynchronous Programming in python. The
traditional socket programming have limitations for concurrent connections. So in order to
achieve concurrent transmission, the experimental setup has been developed using this module
in Python. Whenever an asynchronous socket is created using this module the socket is open
for I/O events. The I/O events of each connection are handled in separate co-routines using
Asyncoro’s scheduler[28]. This module is the mainstay for the development of experimental
setup, which is described in the further sections.

4.2.4

Wireshark

In order to evaluate the credibility of the developed system there is need for certain
Evaluation Methodology. As concurrency is the mainstay in this research work, it is evaluated
using Wireshark. Wireshark is one of the widely used network protocol analyzer, it is used to
sniff the network interfaces for incoming and outgoing traffic [29]. So in the current
experimental setup it can be used at both end hosts to sniff the network interfaces. From the
obtained traffic the concurrency can be clearly analyzed.
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5

EXPERIMENTATION

The main focus of this work is to evaluate performance of CMT on a real-time testbed using
different scheduling algorithms in multiple scenarios. In order to identify the performance and
feasibility of CMT in real-time, an indoor testbed setup has been implemented. This section
presents the detailed explanation of experimental setup, experimental scenarios and the
procedure for implementation.

Technical Specifications
Components

Quantity

Specifications
Client: Linux 14.04, Intel Celeron 440@ 2.00GHz,
CPU cores -1

Computers

2
Server: Linux 14.04, Intel Pentium Dual-Core
E5000@ 3.20GHz, CPU cores-2
Model: ZTEMF823

Wireless 4G Modems

2
Peak Data Rate: DC-HSPA+: DL/UL 42/5.76Mbps

Table 5-1: Technical Specifications of experimental setup

Experimental Setup
The setup of Concurrent Multipath Transmission mainly includes a multi-homed host and
destination. There are many other components like routing, data splitting, path binding,
scheduling and re-sequencing which play a major role in-order to achieve CMT. The basic
experimental setup of a CMT implemented can be observed from figure below. The setup can
be categorized into two parts they are: 1) Routing Configurations, 2) Data Flow Model.

Figure 5-1: Experimental Setup of CMT
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Routing Configurations
The main concept of CMT is based on multi-homing where multiple network interfaces
can be active at the same time. In order to achieve the physical setup for a CMT, network
routing configurations plays a vital role. Before going to the setup the routing configurations
for multiple interfaces, the first thing to be done is the setup of a multi-homed host and
destination. The multi-homing capability of a Linux machine is automatically enabled
whenever there are multiple active network interfaces and to achieve more routing
functionalities the following modification should be performed on Linux kernel configuration
file.
1) Open the Linux kernel configuration file as a root user and add or modify the following
line:
net.ipv4.ip_forward = 1
2) After doing the modification the network services should be restarted. This can be
performed using the following command:
sudo service network-manager restart

5.3.1

Routing Tables Creation
For the multiple network interfaces to work simultaneously they should be configured

in such a way that each interface has a different gateway, and should be present in different
routing tables. The following command can be used for adding routes to a routing table.
ip route add $gtw_NET dev $IFC src $IP table T1
ip route add default via $gtw table T1
Here, $gtw means IP address of the gateway, $IFC means interface name, $IP means IP
address of the interface.

5.3.2

Routing Rules Creation

After adding the routes to the respective routing tables, the routing rules should be
specified. These rules helps to choose which routing table to be used based on the IP address
of the interface. The routing rules can be specified using the following commands:
ip rule add from $IP table T1
ip rule add to $IP table T1
Here, $IP means IP address of the interface and T1 is the corresponding routing table of the
interface.
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Data Flow Model
The model adopted in the experimentation is basically a Client-Server model. As described
previously there are other major components which are responsible for the CMT, these
components which play a vital role in CMT can be categorized under client and server sides.
The components which comes under client side are Data splitting, Path Binding, Concurrent
Transmission and Scheduling. The server side requires to receive the data concurrently and
Re-sequence it. The pictorial representation of the dataflow model can be observed from
Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2: Data Flow model

5.4.1

Client Side
Data Splitting
In concurrent multipath transmission the splitting of data stream is required, so as to

send different parts of data using multiple paths. The data splitting is done based on the input
chunk-size (i.e. packet size) and tagging them with association id. As the chunk-size gets
varied the number of chunks are also varied. The algorithmic representation of data splitting
can be observed from Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1:
Input: name // input file name
Input: chunksize // packet size
Initialize list to null.
Function Split (parameters: name, chunksize)
Open the input file with name.
Retrieve the file size and store.
numchunks equal to file size divided by chunksize
Copy chunksize to var1
Initialize var2 to 0.
FOR x in range of numchunks
IF x equals to (numchunks – 1)
var1 equal to (filesize minus var2)
Do data equal to file.read (var1)
var2 to be incremented by length of data
Append the list by data
END IF
Call Split (arguments: name, numchunks)

Path Binding
The concept of path binding describes each data chunk to choose a particular path for
transmission. Path binding mainly consists of four variables i.e. source IP, Source Port,
Destination IP, Destination Port. This can be achieved by binding the source IP and Port to
that particular socket. The algorithmic representation of path binding can be observed from
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2:
1) Create an asynchronous TCP socket.
2) Bind the source IP and Port to the socket.
3) Connect to the destination IP and Port.
Concurrent Transmission and Scheduling
It means that the data to be transferred using multiple interfaces should be processed
and transmitted in parallel. The main challenge to achieve such kind of processing capability
is the sequential behavior of the programming. To overcome this challenge, the programming
is to be done in such a way that all the processing should be done in parallel. This can be
achieved by using the concept of object-oriented programming. In this experiment the
concurrent transmission is achieved using the Asyncoro Module, which is a Python framework
for asynchronous concurrent programming. The main features of this module includes the
creation of asynchronous (non-blocking) sockets for concurrent I/O processing [28]. This
experimental setup mainly focuses on two scheduling mechanisms they are: 1) Round robin
and 2) Weighted Round robin. The algorithmic representation of concurrent transmission of
data can be observed below.
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Algorithm 3:
RRB:
Input: ip1, ip2, ip3 // Fetch Ip address using interface name
Input: numconn // Total number of connections
Input: numpaths // total number of interfaces
Function client (parameters:host, port, n, msg ):
Global name, numchunks, numconn
Create an asynchronous TCP socket
Bind the source IP and Port to the socket
Connect to the destination IP and Port
Initialize count equal to 0
FOR n in range of 0 to (numchunks-1): // for RRB scheduling
IF n modulus numconn equals to 0:
Send the data using connection
Increment count by 1
IF count equals to (numchunks divided by numconn):
Send message ‘terminate’
END IF
END IF
Close the Socket
FOR x in range of 0 to numconn:
IF x modulus numpaths equals to 0:
Call client (arguments: ip1, Port, x)
IF x+1 is less than numconn:
Call client (arguments: ip2, Port, x+1)
END IF
IF x+2 is less than numconn:
Call client (arguments: ip3, Port, x+2)
END IF
Increment port by 1
END IF

WRRB:
Input: ip1, ip2, ip3 // Fetch Ip address using interface name
Input: numconn // Total number of connections
Input: numpaths // total number of interfaces
Input: port // random number above 30000
Input: '100MB.zip' // file name
Input: chunksize // size of the packet
Initialize datalist, div1, div3, paths equal to null
Initialize div2 equal to [None]* numconn
Initialize ratio equal to [1,2,1] // weights of ip1, ip2, ip3
Function client(parameters:host, port, sock):
Global filename, numchunks, numconn
Initialize x equal to sock
Create an asynchronous TCP socket
Bind the source IP and Port to the socket
Connect to the destination IP and Port
FOR n in range of div3[x] to div3[x+1]:
msg equal to '%d:data' % (n) + (numchunks) + ':data' + filename + ' ' + datalist[n]
Send the msg using connection
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Send message ‘terminate’
Close the socket
Initialize div equal to (numchunks/float(sum of ratio)))
FOR n in range of 0 to length of ratio:
div1.append(int(round(div*ratio[n],0))) // appends the list div1
Initialize divsum1 equal to sum of div1
IF divsum1 not equal to numchunks:
IF divsum1 lessthan numchunks:
div1[-1] equal to div1[-1] + (numchunks-divsum1)
ELSE:
div1[-1] equal to div1[-1] - (divsum1-numchunks)
END IF
END IF
Initialize no1 equal to int(numconn/numpaths)
Initialize no2 equal to (numconn%numpaths)
Initialize paths equal to [no1]*numpaths
IF no2 not equal to 0:
FOR n in range of 0 to no2:
paths[n] equal to paths[n] + 1
END IF
FOR i in range of 0 to numpaths:
Initialize counter,j equal to 0
FOR n in range of 0 to numconn:
IF n%numpaths equals to 0:
IF n+i lessthan numconn:
div2[n+i] equal to int(round(div1[i]/paths[i],0))
Increment counter by div2[n+i]
Equate j and n
END IF
END IF
IF counter not equal to div1[i]:
IF counter lessthan div1[i]:
div2[j] equal to div2[j] + (div1[i]-counter)
ELSE:
div2[j] equal to div2[j] - (counter-div1[i])
END IF
END IF
div3.append(0)
FOR z in range of 0 to len of div2:
IF z equals to 0:
div3.append(div2[0])
ELSE:
div3.append(div3[z]+div2[z])
END IF
FOR x in range of 0 to numconn:
IF x modulus numpaths equals to 0:
Call client (arguments: ip1, Port, x)
IF x+1 is less than numconn:
Call client (arguments: ip2, Port, x+1)
END IF
IF x+2 is less than numconn:
Call client (arguments: ip3, Port, x+2)
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END IF
Increment port by 1
END IF

5.4.2

Server Side
Concurrent Data Reception
The data-chunks arrive at the destination using multiple asynchronous connections

from client and for the server to process these connections it should be capable of receiving
the data concurrently. The server should be capable of receiving the data-chunks in parallel
and process them. In this experiment the concurrent reception of data is achieved using the
Asyncoro Module [28]. The algorithmic representation of concurrent transmission of data can
be observed from Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4:
Initialize list2 equal to null
Initialize number, count, size equal to 0
Function time ( ):
Initialize c equal to ntplib.NTPClient()
response = c.request('pool.ntp.org') //Response from the NTP Server
return response.tx_time // Returns the received time
Function process(parameters: conn):
Initialize data equal to null
Initialize final equal to null
Global number, list2, size, count
While True:
data equal to conn.recv_msg() //Receive message from conncection
IF data equals to ‘terminate’:
Break
END IF
Increment Size by length of data
Initialize list1 equal to data.split(‘:data’,2) //Splits the data if string matched.
Initialize var1 equal to integer (list1[0]) // Fetches first element of list1.
Initialize numchunks equal to integer (list1[1]) //Fetch Second element from list1.
IF count equals to 0:
list2 equal to [None] multiplied by numchunks // Creates null elements.
END IF
Increment count by 1
Initialize list3 equal to list1[2].split(‘ ‘, 1) // Fetches and split third element.
IF list2[var1] equals to ‘None’:
list2[var1] equal to list3[1]
END IF
IF list2.count(None) equals to 0: // counts number of None in list2.
FOR n in range of 0 to length of list2:
Increment final by list2[n]
Open a file with name equal to list3[0]
Write the data from final to file
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Call time ()
Break
END IF
Close the connection
Function server (parameters: IP, Port):
Create an asynchronous TCP socket
Bind the source IP and Port to the socket
Listen for connections on the socket
WHILE True:
Accept connections on socket and store in conn
Call Process (parameters: conn)
END WHILE
Close the socket.
Call server (parameters: IP, Port)

Re-sequencer

The re-sequencer at the server side organizes the out-of-order data chunks and
aggregates them to a single output file. The need for re-sequencer is that some datachunks may arrive late due to the network delays and so the re-sequencer arranges the
data in-order based on the data-chunk id. The algorithmic representation of concurrent
transmission of data can be observed from Algorithm 4.

Experimental Scenarios
5.5.1

Scenario-1 (No. of Connections vs Throughput)

This scenario mainly focuses on identifying the effect of multiple TCP connections on
throughput under different scheduling algorithms. The main considerations of this scenario are
described below:
1) Scheduling Mechanisms: Round-Robin, Weighted Round-Robin
2) Assigned IP addresses:
a) At client
 eth0: 194.47.150.241
 usb0: 192.168.0.141
 usb1: 192.168.0.142
b) At server
 eth0: 194.47.150.244
3) Number of Paths in parallel: 3
4) File size for transmission: 104857600 Bytes
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5) Size of chunks: 5000 bytes
6) Total number of connections used: Varied between 5 to 100
7) Time Synchronization at Client and Server: Network Time Protocol (NTP)
8) Number of Repetitions: 10
In this scenario, a file transfer has been done from client to server by varying the total
number of TCP connections in the transmission. The group of TCP connections using the same
interface to transmit the data are considered to be one path (i.e. virtual pipe). The total number
of connections are divided among the three paths in a round-robin manner. As the main focus
is to identify the throughput of data transmission, the client and server are time synchronized
using NTP. For each value of total number of connections, throughput is calculated by
measuring the time difference between start and end time of transmission at client and server
respectively. The scenario is implemented using both Round-Robin and Weighted Round
Robin scheduling mechanisms. Under each scheduling mechanism the number of connections
are varied and throughput is calculated. In round-robin, the packets are transmitted in a roundrobin fashion where each connection gets equal number of packets. In weighted round-robin,
the weights are decided in before-hand. Therefore the weights for usb0, usb1 and eth0 are in
the ratio of 1:1:2 respectively. The main reason for considering Ethernet is to show that the
model can be implemented with different access technologies. In the current scenario Ethernet
is considered as the fastest path. The packets splitting and transmission is done with respective
to the weights specified.

5.5.2

Scenario-2 (No. of Paths vs Throughput)

This scenario mainly focuses on identifying the effect of number of paths on throughput
and it also aims at performing the transmission using different access technologies. The main
considerations of this scenario are described below:
1) Assigned IP addresses:
c) At client
 eth0: 194.47.150.241
 usb0: 192.168.0.141
 usb1: 192.168.0.142
d) At server
 eth0: 194.47.150.244
2) Number of Paths in parallel: Varied between 1 to 3
3) File size for transmission: 104857600 Bytes
4) Size of chunks: 5000 bytes (In case-2,3 & 4)
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5) Total number of connections: 15
6) Time Synchronization at Client and Server: Network Time Protocol (NTP)
7) Number of repetitions: 10
In this scenario, a file transfer has been done from client to server by varying number of
paths in parallel. In the current scenario Ethernet is considered as the fastest path. As the main
focus is to identify the throughput of data transmission, the client and server are time
synchronized using NTP. As the number of paths are varied, the experimentation can be
classified into 4 cases.
Case-1
In case-1, there is only one path used for transmitting data between client and server.
Here the file transfer is done on single path by establishing a general TCP connection and there
is no need for considering chunk-size. The physical connection used in this case is 4G USB
modem. In a general TCP connection the packets are transferred from client to server using
the round-robin mechanism at client.
Case-2
In case-2, there are two paths used for transmitting data between client and server. Here
the file transfer is done by splitting data among two paths in a round-robin fashion. The
physical connections used for transmission in this case are 4G USB modem and Ethernet. The
data is divided into chunks based on the specified size. The throughput is calculated by
measuring the time difference between start and end time of transmission at client and server
respectively. This case mainly focuses at identifying the effect due to path characteristics.
Case-3
In case-3, there are two paths used for transmitting data between client and server. Here
the file transfer is done by splitting data among two paths in a round-robin fashion. The
physical connections used for transmission in this case are two 4G USB modems. The data is
divided into chunks based on the specified size. The throughput is calculated by measuring the
time difference.
Case-4
In case-4, there are three paths used for transmitting data between client and server. Here
the file transfer is done by splitting data among three paths in a round-robin fashion. The
physical connections used for transmission in this case are two 4G USB modem and Ethernet.
The data is divided into chunks based on the specified size.
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6

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Scenario-1 (No. of Connections vs Throughput)
Based on the results obtained under both scheduling mechanisms during the transmission,

it shows that the throughput have less impact. But by observing the trend lines from Graph-1,
it can be concluded that the throughput decreases as the total number of connections increases
in the transmission. Some of the reasons behind decreasing trend lines are
1) As the number of connections increases in each path the network overhead also
increases and this in-turn affects the throughput of the transmission.
2) As the number of connections increases in each path, the complexity of the connection
and load on the network interface also increases. This may also affect the transmission
throughput.
The obtained results show that the throughput values under RRB scheduling are bit low
than WRRB, this is because of transmitting more number of packets in the fastest path in
WRRB. But it can be clearly understood that WRRB has significant impact on throughput
considering the fastest path. The reasons behind the less throughput values include packet size,
processing capabilities of client and server, network overhead, packet re-transmissions and
delay induced due to splitting and re-arranging of data at client and server respectively.

Figure 6-1: Graph representation of (No. of Connections vs Throughput)
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Scenario-2 (No. of Paths vs Throughput)
The results from three different cases in scenario-2 can be observed from the Table-1 and
Graph-2. From the overall results obtained in three cases it can be observed that as the number
of efficient connections increases the mean throughput also increases.
Case 1: In this case, when a normal TCP connection is established using one physical interface
to transmit the data the throughput was quite low. This may be due to the single path and
limited bandwidth available for transmission.
Case 2: In this case, there are two paths (1 4G modem and 1 Ethernet) to transmit the data.
The results show that the throughput is almost the twice of case 1. This clearly shows the
impact of using multiple paths. The reason behind this is the usage of fast path (i.e. Ethernet)
during transmission.
Case 3: In this case, there are three paths available for transmitting the data. The results shows
a slight increase in the throughput compared to case 2. But the difference in throughput of case
2 & 3 is less than case 1&2. This is due to the usage of another 4G modem (i.e. the slowest
path) which increases the delay and complexity in transmission.
Case 4: The results obtained in this case can be observed from the table below. In this case,
there are two paths available for transmission (i.e. two 4G modems) to transmit the data. The
results shows that the throughput is slightly increased compared to case 1. But the differences
in throughput from case 2 & case 4 shows that even though two paths are used for transmission
the better performance can be obtained using the fastest path. The reason behind this less
throughput compared to case 1 may be due to the increase in path delay, extra time for
processing the data. The processing capabilities of client and server also affects the throughput
values.
Number of paths
1

Throughput
2396.511279

CI (95)
57.57886898

CI (5)
1.842169234

2

4123.655948

36.25694329

1.159998913

2

2491.900281

33.49794057

1.071727816

3

4211.222571

11.54807685

0.369467345

Comments

1 USB
connection
1 USB & 1
Ethernet
2 USB’s
modems
2 USB’s & 1
Ethernet

Table 6-1: Data obtained by varying Number of Paths against Throughput
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By generalizing the conclusions from four cases, it can be stated that as the number of efficient
paths increases the throughput also increases. From the results obtained, it clearly proves that
CMT as a transmission mechanism has more advantages.

Figure 6-2: Graph representation of (No. of Paths vs Throughput)

Concurrency Validation
This section clearly proves the concurrency achieved by supporting it with results obtained
from Wireshark. It helps in analyzing the packets source and destination IP addresses, time at
which the packets are sent and received respectively.
From the figures below at client and server it can be depicted that the packets are
transmitted and received concurrently. The source IP addresses of the packets are
192.168.0.142, 194.47.150.241, 192.168.0.141 and the destination IP address is
194.47.150.244. These screenshots validates that the packets are transmitted and received
concurrently.
From Figure 6-4 it can be observed that packets are received from IP addresses
194.47.150.241, 79.138.132.158 and 79.138.131.215, which represent that they are
transmitted from different source interfaces. The results prove that the packets are received in
random order irrespective of the interface, this is because of the different path characteristics.
79.138.132.158 and 79.138.131.215 are the public IP addresses of the wireless interfaces,
194.47.150.241 is the Ethernet address.
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Figure 6-3: Screen-shot at Client side

Figure 6-4: Screen-shot at Server side
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7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main purpose of this thesis work is to evaluate the performance of CMT in real-time by
modelling different mechanisms involved. The protocols which support CMT are under
development and they have less support for modelling. So the current real-time
implementation model is designed without using the existing protocols and it also support
modelling of the system. The experimental model implemented in this thesis, clearly presents
the usage of off-the-shelf components (i.e. utilizing the basic available functionalities). This
model supports the main functionalities like data fragmentation at source, data re-ordering at
destination, different scheduling mechanisms for transmission. This thesis work also aims at
evaluating different scheduling patterns in CMT with respect to throughput.
The model designed for implementing CMT can be validated by recognizing the
concurrent transmission of data. In order to validate the model the packets were captured on
multiple interfaces using Wireshark. The results obtained from Wireshark clearly proves that
packets are being sent and received concurrently at source and destination respectively.
The performance values obtained by varying the total number of TCP connections in
transmission shows that the throughput is less influenced. But by observing the trend lines
under both RRB and WRRB scheduling mechanisms, it can be concluded that the throughput
decreases as the total number of connections increases in the transmission. The reasons behind
this decreasing trend-lines include network overhead, load on network interface and increase
in complexity.
The results obtained by varying number of paths in transmission shows that there is a
significant impact on throughput. The results are categorized under different cases based on
the number of paths and type of interfaces used for transmission. From the obtained
performance values it can be concluded that as the number of efficient paths increases the
throughput also increases. By observing the values obtained in different cases, they clearly
presents the impact due to variation in path characteristics. These results also helps to conclude
that CMT as a transmission mechanism has high transmission rates than general transport
protocols.
As the model implemented only considers file transmission, this may be further extended
to a live streaming scenario. The performance results may be varied in a live streaming
scenario due to the continuous splitting and re-arranging of data at client and server
respectively. Although this thesis evaluates Round-Robin and Weighted Round-Robin
scheduling mechanisms, there are several other mechanisms. They need to be implemented
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and evaluated on the real-time setup. Some other performance parameters like delay
distributions, jitter etc., which can also be measured and evaluated. In detailed statistical
analysis can be performed as it is out-of-scope in this work. In this work, the network
components used are of same type at the source and this can be modified by using different
wireless networks from different service providers. The single-homed destination used for
implementation can be replaced by a multi-homed destination, which might bring more
challenges in real-time.
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